In the present work, we report a detailed description of the symmetry properties of the eight-atomic molecule ethane, with the aim of facilitating the variational calculations of rotation-vibration spectra of ethane and related molecules. Ethane consists of two methyl groups CH 3 where the internal rotation (torsion) of one CH 3 group relative to the other is of large amplitude and involves tunneling between multiple minima of the potential energy function. The molecular symmetry group of ethane is the 36-element group G 36 , but the construction of symmetrized basis functions is most conveniently done in terms of the 72-element extended molecular symmetry group G 36 (EM). This group can subsequently be used in the construction of block-diagonal matrix representations of the ro-vibrational Hamiltonian for ethane. The derived transformation matrices associated with G 36 (EM) have been implemented in the variational nuclear motion program TROVE (Theoretical ROVibrational Energies). TROVE variational calculations will be used as a practical example of a G 36 (EM) symmetry adaptation for large systems with a non-rigid, torsional degree of freedom. We present the derivation of irreducible transformation matrices for all 36 (72) operations of G 36 (M) (G 36 (EM)) and also describe algorithms for a numerical construction of these matrices based on a set of four (five) generators. The methodology presented is illustrated on the construction of the symmetry-adapted representations both of the potential energy function of ethane and of the rotation, torsion and vibration basis set functions.
Introduction
In variational calculations of molecular rotation-vibration energies and wavefunctions, a matrix representation of the molecular rotation-vibration Hamiltonian, constructed in terms of suitable basis functions, is diagonalized numerically. It is well known that this type of calculation can be facilitated by the introduction of symmetrized basis functions, i.e., basis functions that generate irreducible representations of a symmetry group for the molecule in question (see, for example, Ref. [1] ). Even though the calculation of energies and wavefunctions can, in principle, be carried out without the use of symmetry, the subsequent simulation of molecular spectra, involving the computation of transition intensities, would be impossible in practice without the consideration of symmetry [2] . We implement the symmetry information in the variational calculation by defining groups of matrices that are isomorphic or homomorphic to the original symmetry group of the molecule and that are associated with the various irreducible representations (irreps) of this symmetry group [1] . When suitable matrix group elements are known, projection operator techniques are employed to obtain the desired symmetrized basis functions for the variational calculation [1] . In a recent paper [2] , we described an example of such a symmetry adaption, in that we presented character tables and irreducible representation transformation matrices for D nh groups with arbitrary n-values. With these results, we could practically utilize the linear-molecule symmetry properties described by the D ∞h point group in numerical calculations with the variational nuclear motion program TROVE [3] , the acetylene molecule 12 C 2 H 2 serving as an example. In the present work, we report an analogous analysis for the molecular symmetry (MS) group G 36 and the extended molecular symmetry (EMS) group G 36 (EM) [1] of the ethane molecule H 3 12 C 12 CH 3 , shown in Fig. 1 , with the aim of facilitating the solution of the rotation-vibration Schrödinger equation for ethane and related molecules. The MS group G 36 has been the subject of a number of studies (see, for example, [4, 5] ). The EMS group G 36 (EM) was studied in detail by Di Lauro and Lattanzi [6, 7] . Examples of the application of the G 36 (EM) group include studies of the rotation-torsional spectra of various ethane-type molecules [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . TROVE (Theoretical ROVibrational Energies) [3, 13] is a general variational program for computing ro-vibrational spectra and properties for small to medium-size polyatomic molecules of arbitrary structure. It has been applied to a large number of polyatomic species , most of which have considerable symmetry [e.g., with molecular symmetry groups [1] such as C 3v (M), D nh (M) and T d (M)]. TROVE is an efficient computer program for simulating hot spectra of polyatomic molecules; it is one of the main tools of the ExoMol project [35, 36] . The most recent updates of TROVE have been reported in Refs. 36, 37 . TROVE uses an automatic approach for constructing a symmetry-adapted basis set to be used in setting up a matrix representation of the molecular rotation-vibration Hamiltonian. As mentioned above, we require towards this end, for each irrep of the symmetry group in question [1] , a group of matrices constituting that irrep. However, for G 36 or G 36 (EM), these matrices have not been available in the literature thus far. The present work aims at describing fully the groups G 36 and G 36 (EM) and, in particular, determining matrix groups that define the irreps. The matrix groups obtained are used for symmetrizing the potential energy surface and the rotation-vibration basis functions for ethane. 
The Structure of the G 36 Group
Longuet-Higgins [38] has shown that the group G 36 can be written as a direct product of two smaller groups C (−) 3v and C (+) 3v
both of these groups are of order 6 and isomorphic to the C 3v point group. The top row and leftmost column of Table 1 define the elements of these two groups. For convenience, we label the elements of
3v as R (±) j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 6; this notation is also defined in Table 1 . The nuclei are labelled as in Fig. 2 . In Table 1 we list the products R , a class of G 36 . Similarly, the classes of C (−) 3v are simultaneously classes of G 36 . In Table 1 , we have indicated the complete set of G 36 
3v is at the top of the column and R
3v is at the left end of the row. The horizontal and vertical lines denote the separation of the classes.
Irreducible Representations of G 36
Again, since G 36 is the direct product of C 3v both have the one-dimensional irreps A 1 and A 2 together with the two-dimensional irrep E (Table A.1 in Section  Appendix A) . Customarily, the irreps of G 36 are labelled as in Table 12 of Longuet-Higgins [38] . Table 2  is the character table for G 36 , obtained from Table 12 of Longuet-Higgins [38] , with the irreducible representations labelled by their customary labels Γ 36 and the combination labels (Γ (−) , Γ (+) ). In the bottom row of the table, we indicate the C (−) i × C (+) j label of each class. For each of the nine G 36 classes, we give in Table 2 a representative element together with the number of group elements in the class. The complete classes are obtained from Table 1. In the present work, we are particularly concerned with the doubly-degenerate irreducible representations
, and E 4 = (A 2 , E) together with the four-dimensional irreducible representation G = (E, E). 
In Section 12.4 of Ref. [1] , and in Section 3.1 of Ref. [2] , it is discussed how the point group C 3v and any group isomorphic to it can be defined in terms of two generating operations, one of which belongs to the two-member class C (±) 2 of C 3v and the other to the three-member class C 
4 , and R
Representation Matrices for the E i Irreducible Representations of G 36
The representation matrices for the non-degenerate irreps A 1 , A 2 , A 3 , and A 4 of G 36 are uniquely defined as equal to the representation characters; these can be found in Table 2 . The 2 × 2 representation matrices of the irreps E 1 , E 2 , E 3 , and E 4 are, however, not uniquely defined. Having found one such set of matrices 36 , we can generate infinitely many equivalent representations with representation matrices
where V is an arbitrary and invertible 2 × 2 matrix. In practice, we want to keep the representation matrices real and orthogonal, and that drastically limits the possible choices. We select one particular set of representation matrices here for E 1 by initially [1] or in Section 3.1 of Ref. [2] to determine the representation matrices for all operations on C (+) 3v . It is rather trivial here since these representation matrices all are the 1 × 1 matrix 1.
We now have E representation matrices for the six operations in C For E 2 = (E, A 2 ) we obtain the representation matrices as just described for E 1 . The only difference is that we replace the C 
For E 3 = (A 1 , E) and E 4 = (A 2 , E), the representation matrices are determined by interchanging the C (−) 3v and C (+) 3v representation matrices in the determination made for E 1 and E 2 , respectively. The 36 , are included in Appendix B (Section B.1). 36 We now aim at determining a set of 4 × 4 matrices constituting the irrep G of G 36 . In principle, we could continue as outlined in the preceding section by utilizing that G = (Γ (−) , Γ (+) ) = (E, E). However, this would imply that we use the 2 × 2 E-representation matrices for C (−) 3v and C (+) 3v to generate 4 × 4 G-representation matrices of G 36 as the 'super-product' matrices discussed in Section 6.4 of Ref. [1] : Each of the 16 elements of the G-representation matrix is a product of two E-representation matrix elements, one of the four elements in the C (−) 3v E-representation matrix times one of the four elements in the C (+) 3v E-representation matrix (see, in particular, Eq. (6-97) of Ref. [1] and the discussion of it). The formation of such a super-product is not a standard linear-algebra operation and not easily programmable in maxima [39] . Consequently, we make use of a more straightforward approach: We initially note that the six CH-bond lengths r k , k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 6, of H 3 CCH 3 span the representation 36 . This is easily established as the transformation properties of the r k under the operations of G 36 are simple permutations. We define the CH bond length r k as the one involving proton k, with the protons labelled as in Fig. 2 . We now proceed to use representation-theory methods to determine the symmetrized linear combinations of the r k and, subsequently, the transformation properties of the resulting G-symmetry coordinates.
Representation Matrices for the G Irreducible Representation of G
As just mentioned, it is straightforward to determine the effect of the operations O i in G 36 on the six bond lengths r k . In general we can write
where the elements of the 6 × 6 matrix M [O i ] are determined from the general idea that after the operation O i has been carried out, the proton 1, say, occupies the position previously occupied by the proton k (and the C nucleus to which it is bound has moved with it), and therefore r 1 = r k , with similar considerations made for the bond lengths r 2 , . 
where χ G (O i ) is the character of the operation O i for the irrep G. The 6 × 6 matrix O G projects out the G-symmetry part of its argument and we multiply it on to the 6 × 1 column vector with the r k , thus obtaining six linear combinations of the r k that are all, in principle, of G symmetry. However, only four independent G coordinates exist and so the linear combinations are linearly dependent. We discard two of them and the remaining four are linearly independent. We then orthogonalize (with the Gram-Schmidt technique) the four 6-component vectors with the coefficients of the four linearly independent combinations, thus obtaining the rows 3, . . . , 6 of the 6 × 6 matrix V describing the transformation to symmetrized combinations of the r k :
with 
and it is checked that each of the resulting matrices Q i is block diagonal with two 1 × 1 blocks containing the characters of the irreps A 1 and A 4 , respectively, and a 4 × 4 block whose trace is the G character.
Finally, we subject the Q i matrices to the final transformations to obtain the transformation matrices of the G-symmetry coordinates: 
and
and the superscript T denotes transposition. The transformation with T 4×6 cuts out the G-block of each transformation matrix and that with T norm "normalizes" the symmetrized coordinates so that the resulting G transformation matrices M G [O i ] become orthogonal. The normalization could in principle just as well have been incorporated in the matrix V, but that made the output from maxima [39] rather unreadable, and so the transformations were split into several steps as described here.
Generation of a Symmetry Adapted Basis Set for Ethane
As mentioned in Section 1, the analysis in the present paper is analogous to previous work [2] on the point group D ∞h of acetylene and other centrosymmetric linear molecules. Also in the present work, we use the variational nuclear-motion program TROVE in the generation of a symmetry-adapted ro-vibrational basis set for ethane.
The general method used by TROVE is thoroughly explained in [3, 40, 41] . The basic idea is to take advantage of the useful fact that in a symmetry-adapted basis set {Ψ}, the ro-vibrational Hamiltonian matrix is block diagonal with the form
where the indices µ, µ label the basis functions, Γ s and Γ t denote irreducible representations of the symmetry group, and n s (n t ) labels the components of the irrep Γ s (Γ t ). To construct a symmetrized basis set, one can diagonalise an operator which commutes with all operations of the MS group. Of course, the ro-vibrational Hamiltonian is one such operator, by definition, so TROVE utilises this by constructing, from the full ro-vibrational Hamiltonian, reduced Hamiltonians that also commute with the group operations, each reduced Hamiltonian depending on fewer coordinates than the full Hamiltonian. The reduced Hamiltonians are diagonalised separately and products of their -by necessity symmetrised -eigenfunctions are again symmetrised. The result is a symmetry-adapted basis set appropriate for the complete ro-vibrational coordinate space. We describe this symmetrization procedure for ethane in the following sections.
Definition of the internal coordinates used for ethane
To construct the reduced Hamiltonians mentioned in the preceding section, one first separates the internal coordinates into subsets which transform into each other under the symmetry group operations. We use the convention in Section 1.2 of [1] for transforming functions of Cartesian coordinates. The basis set associated with each coordinate subset is obtained in terms of one-dimensional primitive functions φ n i (q i ), where n i is the number of quanta for coordinate q i . By averaging the Hamiltonian over the 'ground state' (n i = 0; φ 0 (q i ) ≡ |0 q i ) primitives associated with the coordinates in all subsets not under consideration, i.e.
where {q k . . . q l } are the coordinates in the subset of interest, one obtains the reduced Hamiltonian which depends only on these coordinates; it commutes with the operations in the MS group. Product functions of the form φ n k (q k ) . . . φ n l (q l ) are then used as a basis set for diagonalizing this reduced Hamiltonian.
In the case of ethane, there are 3 × 8 − 7 = 17 small-amplitude vibrational coordinates, one torsional coordinate (describing the independent rotations of the CH 3 groups), and three rotational coordinates. Fig. 3 shows representative members of three of the vibrational coordinate subsets: the C -C bond length denoted by R, one of six C -H k bonds denoted by r, and one of six bond angles ∠(H k -C-C) denoted by α. The small-amplitude vibrational coordinates R, r k , and α k (k = 1 . . . 6) measure the displacements of the respective internal coordinates from their equilibrium values, that is the coordinates actually used are R − R e , r i − r e (i = 0 . . . 6) and α k − α e (k = 1 . . . 6). The r k (α k ) coordinates are equivalent and so they have a common equilibrium value r e (α e ). Figure 3 . Representative members of three of the vibrational coordinate subsets. Here R is the C -C bond length, r is one of the six C-H k bond lengths r k , and α is one of the six ∠(H k -C-C) bond angles α k .
R r α
The last vibrational subset is obtained form six dihedral angles θ 12 , θ 23 , θ 31 , θ 45 , θ 56 , θ 64 , one of which is labelled θ in Fig. 5 . θ ij is the angle between the H i -C -C and H j -C -C planes, where protons i and j belong to the same CH 3 group. Only four of the six angles are linearly independent due to the constraints θ 12 + θ 23 + θ 31 = θ 45 + θ 56 + θ 64 = 2π. The positive directions of rotation for the θ ij angles are from proton 1 → 2 → 3 for the one CH 3 group, and from proton 4 → 5 → 6 for the other. The independent coordinates constructed from the six θ ij angles are
which transform as the G representation of G 36 .
To describe the orientation of the ethane molecule with Euler angles, one approach is to attach coordinate axes on each CH 3 group. Here, the z axis is the same for both and points from C b to C a , while the x a and x b axes point in the direction of C a -H 1 and C b -H 4 , respectively, when the molecule is viewed in the Newman projection of Figure 4 . A Newman projection of ethane, with the CH 3 group containing protons 1, 2, and 3, indicated by solid C -H bonds, being closest to the viewer. The x and y components of the coordinate axes attached to each CH 3 group is shown, the subscript a signifying that the coordinate axes are for the C a H 3 group. To ensure the coordinate system is right handed, the z axis (the same for both groups) points from C b to C a . With this construction, the θ and φ Euler describing the direction of the z axis are the same for CH 3 group are the same while the χ angle describing the rotation about the z axis different and are denoted by χ a and χ b . These increase in the counterclockwise direction due to the right hand rule.
As described in [1] , to achieve maximum separation of the torsional and rotational motion, it is expedient to define two new coordinates from χ a and χ b . We set the rotational coordinate χ to
and hence our x axis shown in Fig. 5 halves the angle between H 1 -C -C and H 4 -C -C and increases in the counterclockwise direction. The torsional angle τ could be defined as
and hence, as indicated in Fig. 5 , is the angle from H 4 -C -C to H 1 -C -C in the counterclockwise direction. In the TROVE calculations, we use a different choice and define τ as the average of three dihedral angles. To define these, we form three pairs of protons (4, 1), (6, 2) , and (5, 3) with the two members belonging to different CH 3 groups. The pairs are chosen such that the protons i and j in each (i, j) pair form a dihedral angle τ ij of π in the staggered equilibrium geometry of Fig. 1 and τ ij = 0 for the eclipsed geometry (see Fig. 6 ), using the labelling of Fig. 2 . In a general instantaneous geometry, each (i, j) pair defines a dihedral angle τ ij (where the positive direction of rotation for the τ ij angles is from proton 1 → 2 → 3) and the torsional angle is then given by a symmetric combination
With this definition, τ = 0, 2π/3 and 4π/3 correspond to eclipsed configurations, while at τ = π/3, π, 5π/3 the molecule is in one of its three equilibrium geometries. The torsional angle τ has definite transformation properties under the operations of G 36 (see also Appendix D). As discussed in Section 6.3, the two coordinate-pair values (τ, χ) and (τ + 2π, χ + π) describe the same physical situation. However, the coordinate which τ is based on, χ a − χ b , has a range of 4π. Although a given geometry can be described by a value of τ in the interval [0, 2π], we must allow τ to range over [0, 4π] to obtain a correct correlation with χ a − χ b (see Section 6.3 below). In conclusion, the coordinate subsets, for which we initially diagonalize reduced Hamiltonians, are 1. the C -C bond length R, 2. six C -H bond lengths r k , k = 1, 2, . . . , 6, 3. six bond angles ∠(H k -C-C) = α k , k = 1, 2, . . . , 6, 4. four dihedral-angle coordinates γ 1 , γ 2 , δ 1 , and δ 2 , 5. the torsional angle τ, and 6. the three rotational angles (θ, φ, χ).
The primitive basis functions for subsets 1, 2, 3, and 5 are obtained using the Numerov-Cooley approach [3, 42, 43] , while we use harmonic-oscillator eigenfunctions [1] for subset 4. The primitive basis set 5 is obtained by solving the 1D torsional Schrödinger equation
using the basis set constructed from the normalised, 4π-periodic Fourier series functions √ 1/2π cos(kτ/2) and √ 1/2π sin(kτ/2). Here g 1D τ,τ (τ) is the purely torsional element of the TROVE kinetic-energy g-matrix (see [3] ) and V 1D (τ) is the 1-dimensional, 2π/3-periodic torsional part of the 18D potential energy function of ethane with the remaining 17 vibrational coordinates set to their equilibrium values. For both the kinetic-energy function g 1D τ,τ (τ) and the potential function V 1D (τ) we must consider τ-values in the extended interval [0, 4π] as detailed in Section 6.3 below.
6.2. Transformation of the vibrational coordinates under G 36 As described in Section 3, one can construct every operation of G 36 with only four generating operations. In the TROVE calculations, we use the generators R = (14)(25)(36)(ab). Then, to describe the transformation properties of a coordinate for all elements in G 36 , we need only determine these properties for the four generating operations. We have implemented in TROVE the procedure to generate the irreducible representations of G 36 based on these four group generators and the multiplication rules from Table 1 . The latter can be conveniently represented as the following recursive rule:
where the operations T i , T j and T k (i, j, k = 1, . . . , 36) are as organised in Table 3 . Each of the vibrational coordinates and the torsional coordinate can be expressed as a function of the nuclear Cartesian coordinates. In the following, and in Appendix C, we describe the procedure in determining the transformation of these coordinates under the G 36 operations in a systematic way, although in the majority of cases the result is intuitive.
The C -C bond length R is invariant under all G 36 operations. We label the six C -H k bond lengths r k , and the six bond angles ∠H k -C-C = α k , by the generic labels β k , as the two subsets transform identically. The transformation properties are determined by recognizing that after the operation O i ∈ G 36 has been carried out, the proton 1, say, occupies the position previously occupied by the proton k (and the C nucleus to which it is bound has moved with it), and therefore the transformed value of the C -H 1 bond length is r 1 = r k , the original value of the C -H k bond length, with analogous considerations for the bond lengths r 2 , . . . , r 6 , and the α i angles.
For (β 1 , β 2 , β 3 ), we obtain the following transformation properties under the generating operations:
while for (β 4 , β 5 , β 6 ) they are given by Fig. 7 for an illustration of the effects of the generators.
The dihedral-angle coordinates (γ 1 , γ 2 , δ 1 , δ 2 ) are mixed by the G 36 operations. The transformation properties are most easily determined by using the correspondence with the transformation of the r k and α k coordinates. For (γ 1 , γ 2 ) we write
with
where we have taken into account the constraint θ 12 + θ 23 + θ 31 = 2π in the third row of Z.
After we have carried out the operation (123)(456), the protons 1, 2, and 3 are found at the positions initially occupied by the protons 3, 1, and 2, respectively, and so the angles θ 12 , θ 23 
and we can finally calculate the transformed values of (γ 1 , γ 2 ) as
where
With the upper 2 × 2 corner of this matrix we can express the transformed values (γ 1 , γ 2 ) in terms of (γ 1 , γ 2 ). The transformation matrix for (γ 1 , γ 2 ) for (123)(456), and the ones for the other generating operations, obtained in a similar manner, are 
One way of avoiding the ambiguity described above would be to use a molecule-fixed axis system with, for example, χ = χ a . This molecule-axis system is attached to the CH 3 group with the protons 1, 2, 3, and not influenced by the other CH 3 group. A χ coordinate chosen in this manner has no ambiguity. However, as already mentioned it is advantageous to choose χ according to Eq. (18) (18) and find a way of treating the ambiguity. We use here the procedure first proposed by Hougen [44] in 1964, primarily for dimethylacetylene H 3 CCCCH 3 , whose internal rotation is essentially free, but generally applicable to other molecules such as ethane H 3 CCH 3 , hydrogen peroxide HOOH, and disulfane HSSH with two identical moieties carrying out internal rotation. Recently, these ideas have been extended to molecules with two different moieties and applied to oxadisulfane (a.k.a. hydrogen thio-peroxide) HSOH [45, 46] , and more recently they have been applied to computation of the rotation-torsion-vibrational spectra of hydrogen peroxide HOOH in Ref. [21, 26] , where the HOOH kinetic energy operator was built using the x-axis chosen to halve the dihedral angle between the H 1 -O -O and H 4 -O -O planes, as well as in Ref. [47] .
We consider the effect of G 36 operations on χ a , described thoroughly in Section 12.1.1 of [1] , where the axes are rotated in such a way that the coordinates of the nuclei -measured in a space-fixed axis system -remain the same after the operation, assuming the C a H 3 group is in the equilibrium configuration. Considering the operation (123), we see that, using our convention, χ a becomes χ a + 4π/3 or, equivalently, χ a − 2π/3. This would correspond to the pair (τ, χ) becoming (τ + 4π/3, χ + 2π/3) or (τ − 2π/3, χ − π/3), which are no longer equivalent but correspond to the same physical situation as noted before. For (123) 3 = E, the changes become (τ + 4π, χ + 2π) = (τ, χ) or (τ − 2π, χ − π) = (τ + 2π, χ + π). These are illustrated in Fig. 7(A) and Fig. 7(F) , respectively.
In order to deal with the double-valuedness of (τ, χ), we extend the symmetry description in the manner first introduced by Hougen [44] , by extending G 36 to the extended molecular symmetry group G 36 (EM) as explained in Section 15.4.4 of [1] . To appreciate the definition of G 36 (EM), we note that the internal coordinates R, r k and α k (k = 1, 2, . . . , 6), γ 1 , γ 2 , δ 1 , δ 2 , θ, and φ used for ethane in the present work are all "space-fixed" in the sense of Section 15.4.4 in [1] ; the instantaneous values of these coordinates can be unambiguously obtained from the instantaneous coordinate values of the nuclei in a Cartesian, space-fixed axis system [1] , XYZ say. Appendix C explains in detail how the internal coordinates values are determined from the Cartesian coordinate values.
We present here the ideas of Hougen [44] , using the more modern notation of Section 15.4.4 in [1] . The extension of G 36 to G 36 (EM) involves the introduction of a fictitious operation E (taken to be different from the identity E) which, for ethane, we can think of as letting the C a H 3 do a full torsional revolution relative to the C b H 3 . That is, E has the effect of transforming χ → χ + π and τ → τ + 2π. After the application of (E ) 2 the molecule-fixed axis system is back where it started, and so we take (E ) 2 = E. E does not affect the space-fixed nuclear coordinates; it has the same effect as the identity operation on the complete rotation-torsion-vibration wavefunction of ethane.
We now define four generating operations a, b, c and d that transform χ and τ unambiguously and have the same effect on the space-fixed coordinates [R, r k and α k (k = 1, 2, . . . , 6), γ 1 Tables A-28 Table 4 the effect on χ and τ of the G 36 (EM) generators. The approach of [1] to simply postulate, by definition, the effect of the G 36 (EM) generators on χ and τ may appear arbitrary. It is not, however. We show in Fig. 7 how, for each of the four G 36 (EM) generators ab, a 5 b, c, and d c, the effect on χ and τ can be explained as the effect of the G 36 partner of the G 36 (EM) generator in question (Table 4) . 
where the group G 36 is constructed from the generating operations a, b, c and d; it is isomorphic to G 36 , so that it has the irreducible representations given in Table 2 . The two-element group {E, E } is cyclic of order 2 and has two irreps A and A , both one-dimensional, with the representation matrices 1 or −1, respectively, under E . The irreps of G 36 (EM) are straightforwardly constructed from those of G 36 . Each irrep Γ of G 36 in Table 2 gives rise to two irreps of G 36 (EM), Γ s = (Γ, A ) and Γ d = (Γ, A ) as given in Table A 
. As long as we pretend that E = E, we must also pretend that the coordinate values (τ, χ) and E (τ, χ) = (τ + 2π, χ + π) describe different physical situations. As a consequence, we must allow τ to be periodic with a period of 4π as already mentioned in connection with Eq. (21). The torsional potential energy function V 1D (τ) is periodic with period 2π,
, and this symmetry causes the torsional wavefunctions |n from Eq. (21) to be either symmetric (of Γ s symmetry) or antisymmetric (of Γ d symmetry) under E . We know that in reality, E = E, and so only functions and coordinates with Γ s symmetries occur in nature. Since we can form, for example, basis functions of an allowed Γ s symmetry as products of an even number of factors, each with a forbidden symmetry Γ d , say, we need to consider also the Γ d symmetries initially for the torsional and rotational basis functions. The final wavefunctions resulting from our theoretical calculations should be subjected to a 'reality check': They must necessarily have a Γ s symmetry in G 36 (EM). In particular, torsional basis functions of d symmetry must be combined with rotational basis functions of d symmetry to produce a torsion-rotation basis function of an allowed s symmetry. 
Rigid-symmetric-rotor function representations
As mentioned above, we use the rigid-symmetric-rotor eigenfunctions |J, k, m [1] as primitive rotational basis functions. For K = 0 (where K = |k|), the corresponding symmetrized functions are defined as
while for K = 0 it is |J00η = i η |J, 0, 0 where η = J mod 2. Using the rigid rotor transformation properties given in Eqs. and (12-47) Table 5 .
Symmetrisation of the basis set
Once a set of basis functions has been constructed for one of the subsets mentioned above as eigenfunctions of a 1D Schrödinger equation, the degenerate eigenfunctions (which in general transform reducibly) are symmetrised by a sampling and projection procedure described in sections 4 and 5 of [48] . Briefly, a set of geometries is sampled (typically around 50) and each MS operation is applied to the eigenfunctions to obtain an overdetermined set of linear equations which are solved for the transformation matrix effecting the operation on the degenerate eigenfunctions. Using the traces of these matrices and the irrep matrices, one can obtain the irreducible coefficients of the reducible matrix as well as projection operators onto the irreps. These operators are then applied to the eigenfunctions to generate the symmetrized basis functions.
One then produces the basis functions for the complete TROVE calculation as products of the symmetrised 1D basis functions, one 1D basis function from each of the sets defined above. In Table 5 . The irreps of the rigid rotor wavefunctions. For K > 0, the two functions with η = 0, 1 generate a two-dimensional irrep or the direct sum of two one-dimensional irreps. For a given K value, we list first the η = 0 function and then the η = 1 one. n is a positive integer.
general, these total basis functions do not transform irreducibly, and so a further application of the symmetrisation procedure is required, although the sampling step can be omitted as the transformation properties of the 'factor' functions are already known.
Potential Energy Function of Ethane in a Symmetry Adapted Representation
To represent the PES analytically, an on-the-fly symmetrization procedure has been implemented (see, e.g., [22] ). We first introduce the stretching coordinates
(a is used for the C-C internal coordinate R, and b is used for the six C-H internal coordinates r 1 , r 2 , r 3 , r 4 , r 5 and r 6 ) the bending angular coordinates
the dihedral coordinates from Eq. (17) (ξ 14 , ξ 15 , ξ 16 ,
and, finally, the torsional term
where τ is defined in Eq. (20) . The quantities R e , r e and α e are the equilibrium structural parameter values of C 2 H 6 . Taking an initial potential term of the form
with maximum expansion order ∑ i k i = 6, each symmetry operation T X of G 36 (see Table 3 ) is independently applied to V initial k , i.e.
where 
which is itself subjected to the 36 G 36 symmetry operations T X to check its invariance. The total potential function is then given by the expression
where f k are the corresponding expansion coefficients determined through a least-squares fitting to the ab initio data generated at the CCSD(T)-F12b/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. The details of the PES will be given elsewhere. The symmetry operations are represented as matrices and are generated from the four chosen generators as described above (see also Appendix B).
Numerical Example
In this section we will apply the symmetrisation procedure on a small test basis set for the ethane molecule. We will demonstrate how the method works for subsets 2 (six C−H i stretching modes), 4 (four dihedral-angle modes γ 1 , γ 2 , δ 1 , δ 2 ), and 5 (the torsional mode τ). In subset 1 (C−C stretch), the symmetrised wavefunctions are of A 1s symmetry only as each G 36 operation leaves the bond length R invariant; in subset 3 (six C−C−H i bending modes), each G 36 element has the same effect on the coordinates as in subset 2, and so the irreps obtained for subset 3 are identical to those obtained for subset 2.
In TROVE calculations, the size of the primitive basis set is determined by the maximum polyad number P max , which occurs in the inequality P = a 1 n 1 + a 2 n 2 + a 3 n 3 + . . . ≤ P max (41) where n i is the excitation number for the primitive basis function of coordinate i and a i is its polyad coefficient. In our example all a i = 1.
Subset 2 symmetrisation
For the six-member subset 2, we set the maximum polyad number to be 1, so the space is seven-dimensional. We consider here the 7 unsymmetrised eigenfunctions at lowest energy, the latter 4 being degenerate. As the first three of these eigenfunctions eigenfunctions are non-degenerate, they are already symmetrised and no further work is required. The first one-dimensional energy solution (at 0.0 cm −1 ) is essentially the primitive ground-state wavefunction with small contributions from the other primitives:
where . . . signifies small (of the order 10 −14 ) contributions from other primitive functions (omitted in the following). For simplicity we give only 5-7 significant digits here, while the actual calculations are done in quadruple precision. The eigenfunction in Eq. (42) has A 1s symmetry. The second one-dimensional solution (at 2929.16 cm −1 ) is
and has A 4s symmetry.
The final one-dimensional solution (at 2940.44 cm −1 ) is
which is totally symmetric and so of A 1s symmetry. The four unsymmetrised, degenerate solutions (at 3007.21 cm −1 ) are 
which turns out to be of G s symmetry, and thus also already symmetrised. However, in this case there is ambiguity in the group matrices describing the transformation properties of the degenerate wavefunctions. We therefore find and apply a unitary transformation on the wavefunctions to produce functions with transformation properties described by our 'standard' G representation matrices collected in Section B.2. To this end, we follow the sampling procedure from Ref. [48] , derive the transformation properties of the above wavefunctions and convert them to have our 'standard' transformation properties. For this work, we modified the sampling procedure in TROVE by applying it to the five group generators only (out of 72). This simple modification led to a significant speedup of the sampling part of the code and is now the standard part of TROVE. The reduced symmetrised wavefunctions become
which are recognised as the linear combinations (defined by the matrix V) of bond lengths r k that transform as the G s irrep [Eq. (9)].
Subset 4 symmetrisation
For subset 4, we use a maximum polyad number of 1 and thus we have 5 eigenfunctions, one non-degenerate and four degenerate ones. |0000 is the first eigenfunction (at 0.0 cm −1 ); it has A 1s symmetry. The other four unsymmetrised eigenfunctions (at 1469.30 cm −1 ) are
which again turns out to be of G s symmetry. Here and in the following,
stands for the numerical value 0.707106781186545 (±10 −15 ). The desired symmetrised functions are
Subset 5 symmetrisation
For the one dimensional subset 5 we use a maximum polyad number of 29 and show, for illustrative purposes, the symmetrisation of the first three eigenfunctions. The lowest energy solution (at 0.0 cm −1 with A 1s symmetry) is:
The second and third eigenfunctions (at 0.0029 cm −1 ) are degenerate, and the unsymmetrised wavefunctions are
These turn out to be of E 3d symmetry, which we then convert to
to obey our 'standard' transformation properties imposed by the matrices in Appendix B.
Torsional basis function symmetries
Fig . 8 shows the torsional potential energy as a function of τ. In order for the torsional basis functions to transform according to the irreps of the extended MS group G 36 (EM), we obtain them as solutions of the 1D torsional Schrödinger equation in Eq. (21) . In solving this Schrödinger equation in a Fourier-series basis [see the discussion of Eq. (21)], we let τ vary from 0 to 4π so that the potential energy curve in Fig. 8 has six minima. In the figure, we indicate the lowest allowed torsional energies. Some of these energies are degenerate, i.e., associated with more than one eigenfunction of a given irreducible representation. In the limit of an infinite barrier height, we expect the energies to be six-fold degenerate. With the actual, finite height of the barrier, the energies form near-degenerate clusters with a total multiplicity of 6 as shown in Fig. 9 . However, since our description of the torsional angle τ ∈ [0, 4π] is unphysical, only three of the states in the cluster (of s symmetry) exist in nature if they are combined with rigid-rotor basis functions of s symmetry. The other three states (of d symmetry) must be combined with rigid-rotor basis functions of d symmetry in order that the total rotation-torsion state can exist in nature. For J = 0, only the s-type torsional states will exist since only s-type rigid-rotor basis functions are available. A 1s
Energy/hc (cm −1 ) Figure 9 . A enlarged detail of Fig. 8 , showing the lowest energy cluster with the G 36 (EM) symmetry labels indicated.
Fig . 10 shows the ground state torsional wavefunction which, as always, is totally symmetric (of A 1s symmetry) in G 36 (EM). The effect of the G 36 (EM) generators on τ is shown in Table 4 . In Fig. 11 (left display) we show the doubly-degenerate wavefunctions of the first excited state. They span the E 3d irrep but must be transformed to obtain the transformation properties imposed by the E 3d matrices described in Section B.1. The transformed functions, with the desired transformation properties are shown in Fig. 11 (right display). 
, where L is the number of vibrational subspaces. The symmetry of a product basis function is the direct product of the irreducible representations of the component functions. This symmetry must be further reduced, but this is rather straightforward when each component function generates one of the irreps of the group and has defined, 'standard' transformation properties. In this case we use the same projection operator symmetrization technique described above without further sampling of the symmetry properties of the corresponding components. The d-symmetry components are unphysical and must be disregarded. Some s symmetry ro-vibrational basis functions will necessarily contain products of the d components, underpinning the importance of the G 36 (EM) extended symmetry group. The nuclear spin statistical weights of the ro-vibrational states can be deduced using the procedure from [1] . We obtain nuclear spin statistical weights of 6, 10, 6, 10, 4, 4, 2, 6, 12 for the G 36 (EM) symmetries A 1s , A 2s , A 3s , A 4s , E 1s , E 2s , E 3s , E 4s , and G s , respectively.
Conclusion
We have presented a detailed description of the G 36 and G 36 (EM) molecular symmetry groups. A full set of irreducible representation matrices have been derived and tested for constructing symmetry-adapted potential energy functions and basis functions of ethane C 2 H 6 . Both the construction of the transformation matrices and the symmetry adaption can be implemented as numerical procedures as part of computational approaches to the solution of the ro-vibrational Schrödinger equation. A self-consistent choice of the vibrational, torsional and rotational coordinates for ethane, satisfying the G 36 (EM) symmetry requirements have been introduced and analyzed in full detail. The irreducible representation matrices as well as the coordinate choice made for ethane in the present work have been implemented as part of the program system TROVE, and we have discussed a few examples of symmetrized wavefunctions. These results of the present work will be important in our planned line-list calculations for ethane.
The results of the present work are, of course, not only applicable to ethane H 3 CCH 3 , but also to other molecules with MS groups G 36 and G 36 (EM). A prominent molecule of this kind is dimethylacetylene H 3 CCCCH 3 . Also, subgroups of the matrix groups constructed can be applied to molecules whose MS groups are subgroups of G 36 and G 36 (EM), such as D 3 CCH 3 . The general ideas used for generating the matrix groups can be applied to other MS groups. In particular, generation of matrix groups in a manner similar to that of the present work will be required for MS groups with irreps of dimension 4 and higher. 
Acknowledgements
We label the elements of C (±) 3v as R (±) j , j = 1, 2, . . . , 6 (see Table 1 ). The nuclei are labelled as in Fig.  2 . C (±) 3v has three classes, C
Appendix B. The G 36 Transformation Matrices
In Sections B.1 and B.2, we have abbreviated some of the operations R ∈ G 36 
3v (since, if we used the complete labels such as (15)(24)(36)(ab) * and (143526)(ab) * , the text would not fit on the page). All such products, and the complete classes of G 36 , are given in Table 1 .
B.1. E i transformation matrices in G 36
For each operation R ∈ G 36 , we list here the four matrices 
containing (123)(456) and (132)(456) 
containing (123)(456) and (132)(456)
containing (123) and (456) 
C.3. Dihedral Angles
The expressions involving the dihedral angles are the most complicated. Consider the four nuclei labelled 1, a, b, and 4 in Fig. 12 . The dihedral angle between the plane spanned by 1, a, and b and that spanned by a, b, and 4 is shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 . We define v as the unit vector obtained by normalization of v, v = v/|v|. The orientation of the z axis is defined by e z = r ab . We need two further axes x and y (whose orientations are defined by the unit vectors e x and e y , respectively) which, together with z, form a right-handed axis system.
To simplify the discussion, we take the xy plane to be horizontal and the z axis to be vertical. We aim at obtaining the x and y components of r 1a in order to determine the "horizontal" angle θ it makes with r 4b as shown in Fig. 13 . We require the x axis to be directed along the horizontal component (i.e., the component perpendicular to e z ) of r 4b . Thus, the y axis is perpendicular to the plane defined by e z and r 4b , so that we have e y = e z × r 4b and therefore e x = e z × e y = e z × e z × r 4b as shown in Fig. 14. The unit vector e x = e z × e z × r 1a defines an x axis in the 1-a-b plane; this axis is analogous to the x axis in the 4-a-b plane. The dihedral angle between the two planes is the angle between the x and x axes.
The x and y components of e x are e x · e x and e y · e x , respectively. In order to obtain the dihedral angle in the range [−π, π] with the correct sign, we use the standard trigonometric function 1 arctan2 to obtain θ = τ 41 = arctan2(e y · e x , e x · e x ) = arctan2(e y · e z × e z × r 1a , e x · e z × e z × r 1a ) (C.4) which, written more explicitly, is θ = τ 41 = arctan2[ e z × r 4b · (e z × e z × r 1a ), (e z × e z × r 4b ) · (e z × e z × r 1a )] = arctan2[e z · ( e z × r 1a × e z × r 4b ), (e z × e z × r 1a ) · (e z × e z × r 4b )] We define the dihedral angles θ ij and τ ij in terms of Eq. (C.5) and, by means of this equation, we can determine their transformation properties under the generating operations of G 36 . We note that generally E * arctan2(y, x) = arctan2(−y, x) = 2π − arctan2(y, x). The dihedral angle θ 23 To obtain the effect of (14) The transformation properties derived here are summarized in Table 4 .
